New!

Attachment sleeves
“sales display”
Secure, practical, perfect for presenting goods in the retail space
The plastic TRIPLEX attachment sleeves combine transport and
sales packaging in one unbeatable product. In a matter of no more
than a few seconds, any conventional flat pallet is transformed
into an individual container in which the goods can be securely
transported, stored and be presented to customer in the retail
space.

TRIPLEX® – Hard as a Rock, Light as a Feather

Transport and product presentation in a single container –
a clever combination
The TRIPLEX attachment sleeves are real all-rounders. Whether large or small, disposable or reusable – they
transform conventional wooden or plastic flat pallets into secure transport containers in the blink of an eye,
which can also be used for smart presentations of products directly in the retail space.
The TRIPLEX attachment sleeves achieve this smart combination thanks to a number of contributing
factors: The particularly light and robust structured core panels the attachment sleeves are made of,
have a special surface finish, making it possible to give them a completely individual design according to
the customer’s wishes using both, screen printing and digital printing processes. In addition, there are many
different equipment and design options available, such as variable sleeve heights, convenient access flaps
or air holes to help keep the products in optimum condition.
Another great benefit of these attachment sleeves is the significant time savings, as it is no longer necessary
to repack the goods. The products are packed into the container directly in the production area and can be
moved to stores to be presented to the customers as they are.
Of course, the TRIPLEX attachment sleeves also actively help protect our environment because, as reusable
casings, they can be circulated through the logistics chain multiple times. Made of 100 % polypropylene,
they can be recycled at the end of their life cycle and thus recirculated into their proper material cycle, for
example by using the NextLoop service.
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Equipment options –
improved design and functionality
The base design of the attachment sleeves comprises the TRIPLEX 10 structured core panel in 3,000 g/m² in a colour similar to RAL 7001 silver grey.
They have closed edges and an M fold for reduced volume storage when
folded.
The attachment sleeve can be given an individual design and style thanks
to the large variety of colours available, custom prints on one to four sides
using a professional print design. A variety of functional equipment options
may be added to the new sleeve design. For example: The sleeves can be
equipped with access flaps that lie flat against the sleeve surface when
open. To further increase safety during transport, the sleeves are also available with firmly attached, made-to-measure container bases. If, however,
the attachment ring needs to comply with special regulations, such as
food-safety according to EU standards or higher flammability resistance,
the material may be modified accordingly.

•
•
•
•

Optimal sleeve plate basis weight, depending on the required load weight
Variable sleeve heights
Customer-specific colours, including bicolour
One to four-sided print, including multicolour,
professional creation of the print layout upon request

•
•

Z folds for reduced volume folding of extra-high rings
Closed edges in two variants:

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

“Standard edge” with flat pressed edge closure
“Round edge” for increased comfort

Access flaps with safety hinges in free choice of sizes
“QuickSlide” or “QuickSnap” special closures for access flaps
Grip holes for convenient handling
Document pouches and label holders
RFID or barcode labelling
Container base in several variants
Lid and protective covers

The right composition even for special challenges

•
•
•
•
•

Antistatic or conductive property (ESD)
Flame retardant according to fire protection classification
Surface treatment to ensure printing and lamination
Food-safe according to EU regulation

The quickest way of contacting us for your
individual adapted sleeve: +49 (0)7456 69083-0
and info@triplex.de

Enhanced UV resistance for outdoor applications
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Hard as a Rock, Light as a Feather

Our promise
The focus of our work is on ideas to impress and serve our clients, as we strive to anticipate today
your needs of tomorrow. We think beyond the conventional approach, to test the imagination and
achieve exceptional solutions. Ever open to experience and to new ideas, we aim to continually redefine
standards. As a family-owned enterprise, we listen carefully and are mindful of the importance of
partnership and fair dealing. Everyone contributes – with heart and mind. We see ourselves as a partner

Interplast Kunststoffe GmbH
Heinrich-Schickhardt-Straße 1
72221 Haiterbach (Germany)
Telephone: +49 (0)7456 69083-0
Telefax:

+49 (0)7456 69083-13

info@interplast.de
www.interplast.de
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infinex

A Brand of Infinex Group
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